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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this note is to present a tutorial discussion of the mathematical theory underlying the analysis and synthesis of speech by means of linear predictive filtering. None of the results presented here are newj all having appeared either in the literature or in research reports. The main reason for the present note Is to present these scattered results from a unified standpoint and. In some cases, to provide more detail than is available in the literature.
The basic speech problem under consideration can be formulaitid as follows.* Samples of a speech waveform are modelled as being the output of a digital filter that has been excited by either a series of equally spaced pulses or white noise depending whether the speech is voiced or unvoiced. from which it is apparent that I H (z) Is an all-pole filter. The problem at hand is to use samples of real speech to arrive at an estimate of the filter coefficients a. and then to use these coefficients to synthesize a filter that could be used to regenerate the original speech. The latter operation requires a knowledge of whether the original speech was voiced or unvoiced but the problem of how to obtain this Information is not the concern of the present work.
There are many ways one could go about estimating the filter coefficients from the speech samples. The particular method that will be considered m this This section Is based on references 1, 2, 6, 8, 9. note '-a mlnlmr.m-mean-squared error technique that now will be described.
Select a group of NH speech samples which, for convenience, will be numbered from n = 0 to n = M. The quantity e Is a function of the assumed values for the a 's. The desired estimate for the a^'s Is obtained by choosing those values that yield a minimum value of e.
This problem can be solved by first expanding equation (4) as follows* 2 P e ■ Zs-2 Za n n k-1 KZSS .+Z a. a. Zs .s K n n n-k . . ^ k j n n-k n-j = Ro -2 Ji a^+ k.iA a i R M (5) where the autocorrelation unction R. Is defined by R k " R -k Z s s . n n n-k
It will be convenient to rewrite equation (5) In matrix form as fellows:
All sums without limits will henceforth be assumed to run from n = »to n = -■--and the correlation matrix R has as Its (l,j) element Ri-j Note that because R Is a correlation matrix, it is positive definite and, therefore, non-singular.
Completing the square in equation (7) yields the result, e -(a -R' 1 r) T R (a -R 1 r) + R o -r T R' 1 r (9) Eauation (9) may be verified simply by multiplying out the quadratic form and cancelling the appropriate terms. The desired minimizaiion can now be performed by noting that since R xs positive definite the minimum value of the quadratic form in equation (9) is zero and can be achieved by setting a equal
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The resulting minimum e Is given by e . ..*> mm R -r l R"*X R -I a^P) R, ( 
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The use of the superscript p to denote the minimizing a.^s and e . may seem peculiar but the reason for this notation will become apparent in the next section.
Equation (10) expresses the solution to a set of linear equidons In matrix notation. In ordinary notation, the equations to which equation (10) Is the solution are P ,^ 0 (12) *, -^ a( i: )R i-k 
A neat way of getting at the Levinson recursion is to assume a solution to (13) of The form
,(n+l) with a n+1 to be determined later. Substitution of (14) into the first n of equations (l") leads to the new equation
i-n-1 i -1,.. .n. It is evident from equation (22) that K < 1 and it turns out that this is true for K n for all n. Since this fact will be vital in the sequel it will bj proved now.
To this end, it will be necessary to rewrite equation (21)in the z-transform domain by making use of the easily verified identity.
whe e S(z) denotes the z-transform of the speech samples S(z) -I s z' n n n In order to simplify notation, equation (25) will be rewritten as
where the convention in force here and In the sequel is that all integrals have limits (-t, Jr) and whenever the variable z appears under an integral sign, it is understood to be equal to e* ^ . Equation (21) Since the denominator of this equation is the minimum mean squared error, U follows that. As an important application of the result that I K I < 1. it will bo shown that all the zeros of H (z) lie strictly inside the unit circle, which implies that the speech synthesis filters H 'z) will always be stable. The The relationship between the volume velocities in the n and nH sections can be determined by writing down the continuity equations for volume . i-j i velocity and acoustic pressure at the boundary between the n and n+l sections.
The z-transforms of the forward and backward volume velocities measured at the right-hand end of the n section are given by z 'V (z) and z V (z)
respectively. The continuity of volume velocity can now be expressed by the equation
Since the acoustic Impedence of the n section is given by pc /A where p denotes the density of air, the continuity of acoustic pressure is expressed by the equation. 
where the reflection coefficient r is defined by n '
This section is based primarily on reference 1. Note carefully that the numbering of the tube sections differs from that in ref. 1 in that n here corresponds to Wakita's r'-n. -.
In matrix fcr.n these equations read, . Vi< z ).
Vi v Tue quantitie:; U n (z) and U n (z) can be interpreted as the forward and backward components of volume velocity in a fictitious acoustic tube which differs n-1 from the real tube only in that a gain factor W (1-r.) and an overall i=l The digital network that is generated by equation (39) is shown in Figure 2 .
This network as drawn is incomplete because no termination has been specified thus making it impossible to compute the sequence of backward going waves.
As an example of a termination (one that will play a role in the sequel) assume the end of the tube is connected to a tube of infinite cross-section and of infinite lengih i.e., free space filled with air. This means that the final reflection coefficient is -1 and that there is no backward wave at the output. The network for this arrangement is shown in Figure 3 with the inputs to u-e network being the output of an N-section acoustic tube.
The next order of business is to compute the ti-usfer function of an N-section acoustic tube. This will be done for the tube termination depicted in Fig. 3 . Acoustic tube termination. that these are also identical. What this all means is tlv".c an acoustic tube with reflection coefficients given by r« = K n .i h^s a transfer function given by
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T(z) ■ K.^z)] -1 (45)
In other words, since the Levinson recursion yields the best estimate of the filter inverse to the Alter that produced the original speech samples, the acoustic tube filter discussed above has a transfer function that is an estimate of the filter that originally produced the speech. Thus, this acoustic tube filter is a natural candidate fo\* a filter to synthesize speech. Since it is obvious that a forwa^i Levinson recursion using the K 's derived from a backward Levinson recursion will yield back the starting polynomial H N (z), It follows from the discussion earlier In this section that a properly terminated acoustic tube having these K 's as reflection coefficients will have n a transfer function given by H N (z) . It has thus been shown how an arbitrary, stable all-pole filter can be realized as an acoustic tube.
The Orthogonal Polynomial Approach
The theory that has been presented is complete in itself, however, it should be pointed out that the results that have been derived are often arrived at in the literature by a completely different path making use of the theory of polynomials orthogonal on the 'init circle*. The details of this alternate approach will now be presented. The first pan of this section will deal exclusively with the theory of these polynomials with the connection to the speech problem being made later.
This section is based on references 3,4 and 5. In equation (52), the overbar denotes complex conjugation and 6 the Kroneker delta.
It will now be shown that, given any weighting function, there exists a set of polynomials satisfying conditions a) and b). The proof will proceed by induction by defining. .n-l where the minimum Is taken over all polynomials of the form p (z) ■ z n -f-a n n-l The minimum Itself Is k WIK. k denotes the coefficient of z" In C (z). Since I z j r 1 on the unit circle minimizing the integral in equation (69) is the same as minimizing the integral given by
9m z p H (z) is a p order polynomial with lead coefficient unity and it follows frorthe above minimization property of orthogonal polynomials that the minimum of (70) is given by k and is achieved when 
Conclusion
The basic mathematics relathg to the linear predictive filtering approach to speech analysis/synthesis has now been presented. The analysis began by postulating that speech Is produced by exciting an all-pole filter with either a uniform Impulse train or white noise. A minimum mean-squared error technique for estimating the parameters of an all-pulse filter from a segment of speech data was then Introduced and an explicit expression for this filter In terms of the speech data was derived.
Next, a numerlcaU' attractive recursive technique for computing this filter was derived and It was shown that this filter must always be stable. This filter can öe realized <n a variety of ways such as direct form, cascade form, and In addition.
It v/^s demonstrated that It also can be realized as a non-uniform acoustic tube.
The reflection coefficients defining this tube are generated as a matter of course when compuri'ig the filter by means of the recursive technique just mentioned.
